ABOUT US

Université PSL is a collegiate university that brings together centuries-old schools at the very heart of Paris.

Université PSL offers uniquely interdisciplinary programs and highly selective international degrees for all students, from the undergraduate to the PhD level.
MASTER'S PROGRAMS FULLY IN ENGLISH

Science and Engineering
- BioMedical Engineering
- Cognitive Science
- Earth and Planetary Science, Environment
- Energy
- Integrative Chemistry & Innovation
- Nuclear Energy
- Physics
- Quantum Engineering

Social Sciences, Economics and Management
- Analysis and Policy in Economics
- Fashion and Materials
- Public Policy and Development (Applied Economics)
- Quantitative Economics

MASTER'S PROGRAMS PARTIALLY IN ENGLISH

Science and Engineering
- Chemistry
- Ecole normale supérieure-PSL Diploma
- ESPCI Paris-PSL Engineering Diploma
- Life Sciences
- Materials Science and Engineering
- Space Science and Technology

Social Sciences, Economics and Management
- Control, Auditing, Financial Reporting
- Finance
- Law
- Management and Organizations

Learn about our financial aids
psl.eu/en/lifeps/campus-life-paris